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As an international trade economist, I am dedicated to understand-

ing how trade and multinational production affect consumers, workers,

and technology. In my research, I have made methodological contribu-

tions to the analysis of multinational firms, offshoring, and trade pol-

icy, and to counterfactual analysis in quantitative spatial models. My

empirical research contributions are grounded in economic theory, and

I have leveraged a variety of data sources (e.g., retail prices, worker

and firm tax returns, firm-to-firm transactions) and quasi-experimental

variation to unpack the effects of multinational production and trade

on prices, employment, and the technological capabilities of countries.

While my research interests center on international economics, some of

my work extends into other research areas, such as industrial organiza-

tion, networks, and economic geography. My broad research areas can

be categorized into three strands: (1) research on multinational firms,

(2) research on offshoring and production networks, and (3) research on

economic geography.

RESEARCH ON MULTINATIONAL FIRMS

The first strand of my research agenda focuses on multinational firms.

These firms carry out most international commerce and account for

around a quarter of world GDP and a quarter of U.S. private sector

employment. Most multinational firms concentrate their production in

only a few locations, which is intuitive under increasing returns at the
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plant level, and use their foreign plants as platforms for serving markets

outside the host country. The foreign affiliates of U.S. multinationals

export more than 40 percent of their output on average to countries

outside the host country. It has been widely believed that fixed costs

were crucial in shaping the structure of global production, but because

of the technical challenges involved in estimating such costs, there were

no existing efforts to do so. In “Global Production with Export Plat-
forms” (Quarterly Journal of Economics, 2017), I develop a quantita-

tive general equilibrium model that incorporates both plant-level scale

economies and export platform sales. This framework takes into account

a firm’s interdependent decision about the countries in which to estab-

lish production locations. I estimate the model using German firm-level

data to uncover the size and nature of the costs of multinational en-

terprise and show that the fixed costs of foreign investment are large.

Counterfactual analysis reveals that multinationals play an important

role in transmitting technological improvements to foreign countries and

that investment agreements can have strong third-market effects by di-

verting some of the production of multinationals from countries outside

the agreement toward the participating countries.

A few years later, the opportunity arose to provide further evidence

on the production relocation of multinational firms in response to tar-

iffs. In “The Production Relocation and Price Effects of U.S. Trade
Policy: The Case of Washing Machines” (with Aaron Flaaen and Ali

Hortaçsu, American Economic Review, 2020), we exploit a series of

tariff increases against washing machine imports. We find that in re-

sponse to country-specific tariffs foreign multinational washing machine

producers relocated their production to other export platform countries.

These relocations came with third-market effects, as these export plat-

forms were then used also to serve other countries that did not change

their own tariffs. Whereas standard textbook analysis suggests that tar-
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iffs lead to higher prices in the tariff imposing country, we illustrate the

theoretical possibility that country-specific tariffs can lead to lower con-

sumer prices when producers with market power relocate from high to

low marginal cost locations in response to the tariff. We document that

the relocations to country specific-tariffs were accompanied by down-

ward price movements in retail prices when production moved to China

from Korea, and minor price movements in retail prices when production

moved to Vietnam and Thailand from China. Whereas prior empirical

studies on tariffs have focused on their effects on import prices at the

border, another contribution of our paper is to illustrate the consumer

price effects of tariffs analyzing prices of both foreign and domestic pro-

ducers and to illustrate the price effects on complementary goods. When

tariffs were placed in 2018 on all countries exporting washing machines to

the United States, consumer prices for washing machines increased sub-

stantially. Prices increased similarly for dryers, a complementary good

that was not subject to tariffs directly. Domestic producers increased

their prices by a similar amount, keeping market shares unchanged. To

control for other drivers of price increases, we measure the differential

price changes for washing machines compared to control products such

as oven ranges or dishwashers. Foreign producers opened new plants in

the U.S. in response to the tariffs, but the consumer costs for the tariffs

were found to be very large per job created.

Foreign multinationals receive around 5 billion USD in economic de-

velopment subsidies in the United States per year. The widespread

view is that multinational firms have transformative effects on the local

economies in which they locate production. Data limitations have made

the quantification of these effects elusive, and concerns remain with the

identification of causal effects. In the recent paper “The Effects of For-
eign Multinationals on Workers and Firms in the United States”
(with Bradley Setzler, Quarterly Journal of Economics, 2021), we
leverage U.S. tax records on firms and workers to investigate the impli-
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cations of multinational firms for the host locations, estimating both the

direct effects of multinational firms on their workers and their indirect

effects on other local firms. Using a movers design, we find that the av-

erage direct effect of a foreign multinational firm on its U.S. workers is

a 7 percent increase in wages. This premium is larger for higher skilled

workers and for the employees of firms from countries with high GDP

per capita. We find evidence that it is membership in a multinational

production network—instead of foreignness—that generates the foreign

firm premium. We leverage the past spatial clustering of foreign-owned

firms by country of ownership to identify the indirect effects. An expan-

sion in the foreign multinational share of commuting zone employment

substantially increases the employment, value added, and—for higher

earning workers—wages at local domestic-owned firms. Per job created

by a foreign multinational, our estimates suggest annual gains of 13,400

USD to the aggregate wages of local incumbents, two-thirds of which

are from indirect effects on workers at local firms. Our estimates sug-

gest that—via mega-deals for subsidies from local governments—foreign

multinationals are able to extract a sizable fraction of the local surplus

they generate.

Despite their influence on local productivity in the host economies,

multinationals typically command a much higher market share in their

home country relative to other markets. In most of the empirical work

in international trade, which uses only data on revenues (without sep-

arately measuring the sold quantities and prices of comparable prod-

ucts across markets), the larger costs of serving foreign markets and

home bias in preferences are alternative mechanisms that cannot be sep-

arately identified. To better understand the causes of this phenomenon,

my research—supported by NSF grant 1459950—studies the sources of

market segmentation in the context of the world automotive industry.

In the study, “What Drives Home Market Advantage?” (with Kerem

Coşar, Paul Grieco and Shengyu Li, Journal of International Eco-
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nomics, 2018) we evaluate the importance of trade and foreign invest-

ment costs versus preference differences (home or local brand preference,

non-homotheticity, and preference heterogeneity in demand for charac-

teristics) in explaining these market outcomes. Using data on retail

prices, production locations, and brand origins, we estimate a large role

played by preferences versus cost factors in explaining the home market

advantage of firms in the automobile sector.

In other work, my research has improved the data available for eco-

nomic research on multinational production and studied the life-cycle

dynamics of multinational firms. Whereas aggregate data for bilateral

international trade between countries are broadly available, that has not

been the case for multinational production. In “Multinational Produc-
tion: Data and Stylized Facts” (with Natalia Ramondo and Andrés

Rodŕıguez-Clare, American Economic Review: Papers and Proceed-
ings, 2015), we assemble and summarize data on bilateral multinational

production flows. These data lowered the entry barriers to conduct-

ing research on multinational production and have been used in many

subsequent studies. In “The Life-Cycle Dynamics of Exporters and
Multinational Firms” (with Anna Gumpert, Haishi Li, Andreas Moxnes

and Natalia Ramondo, Journal of International Economics, 2020),
we disentangle annual fixed costs from the sunk cost of foreign produc-

tion and study the interaction between the decision to export and the

decision to establish a foreign plant.

RESEARCH ON OFFSHORING AND PRODUCTION NETWORKS

Another strand of my research focuses on firms’ global sourcing deci-

sions and the direct and indirect participation of firms in foreign trade.

Whereas the international trade literature has focused primarily on the

decisions of exporters on whether or not to export to a market, most
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of world trade is in intermediate inputs, so the sourcing decisions by

firms have the potential to govern most of world trade. With costs of

importing that are firm-country-specific, the choice of from which coun-

try to import is interdependent across countries—somewhat similar to,

but different from, the choice of where to place assembly plants for a

multinational firm.

We study firms’ international sourcing decisions in the paper “The
Margins of Global Sourcing: Theory and Evidence from U.S. Firms”
(with Pol Antràs and Teresa Fort, American Economic Review, 2017).

We develop a tractable model of global sourcing, which allows for interde-

pendencies in firms’ sourcing decisions across countries. The model fol-

lows the approach in Tintelnot (2017) of embedding a Ricardian stochas-

tic representation of technology into the problem of a firm. We show

that under an empirically relevant condition, firms’ sourcing decisions

are complements across countries. This pattern is in contrast to the as-

sembly location problem of a multinational firm in which plant locations

are substitutes. We exploit the complementarity pattern in the solution

for the optimal sourcing strategy for each firm. Examining the growth

in the supply of inputs from China, we find that lower costs of foreign

inputs led to increases in overall domestic sourcing by internationally en-

gaged firms, but also led to declines in domestic sourcing by other firms

that did not benefit from lower input costs but suffered from increased

competition.

In recent work, we investigate the implications of offshoring the pro-

duction of inputs for trade policy. The U.S.-China trade war has renewed

a general interest in trade policy. Even though the Trump administra-

tion placed tariffs on most intermediate inputs from China, the pattern

that tariffs on average escalate down the production chain (i.e., tariffs

on final goods are higher than tariffs on intermediate inputs) remained.

The leading expanation for tariff escalation relies on firms lobbying on

the protection of their output and counter-lobbying on tariffs on their
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imported inputs. However, this explanation relies on a lobbying disad-

vantage of final good importers, which is at odds with the rising and

well documented concentration of consumer good imports by a few large

wholesale and retail firms. In the recent working paper “Trade Policy
and Global Sourcing: An Efficiency Rationale for Tariff Escalation”
(with Pol Antràs, Teresa Fort and Agust́ın Gutiérrez, revise and re-

submit at Journal of Political Economy Macroeconomics, 2022),
we examine whether this feature can be explained as the outcome of a

social-welfare maximizing policy. Neoclassical trade theory cannot easily

rationalize this pattern, whereas we show that a framework with scale

economies—arising either from fixed costs and free entry or from external

economies of scale—can explain this feature as an optimal second-best

policy. We find that, depending on the choice of other instruments,

first-best policies may also be consistent with tariff escalation. We show

that optimal unilateral trade policies feature tariffs that are larger than

the observed pre-trade war tariffs, but welfare gains from tariff increases

that arise in this framework are primarily driven by larger tariffs on final

goods.

In a production network, one firm’s decisions affect other connected

firms indirectly. While the overwhelming focus of past research in inter-

national trade has been on firms’ direct export or import participation,

we extend the scope of the analysis in “Trade and Domestic Production
Networks” (with Emmanuel Dhyne, Ken Kikkawa, and Magne Mogstad,

Review of Economic Studies, 2021). We use Belgian domestic firm-to-

firm transaction data arising from administrative VAT records to docu-

ment firms’ direct and indirect participation in foreign trade. Our work

reveals that most firms use a lot of foreign inputs, but only a small num-

ber of firms show that dependence through direct imports. While direct

exporters are rare, a majority of firms are indirectly exporting. In most

firms, however, indirect export is quantitatively modest, and sales at

home are the key source of revenue. We show that what matters for the
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transmission of foreign demand shocks to a firm’s revenue is how much

the firm ultimately sells to foreign markets, not whether these sales are

from direct exports or indirect exports.

The recent working paper “Foreign Demand Shocks to Production
Networks: Firm Responses and Worker Impacts” (with Emmanuel

Dhyne, Ken Kikkawa, Toshiaki Komatsu, and Magne Mogstad, revise

and resubmit at American Economic Review, 2022) expands on our

investigation of how firms respond to demand shocks in a production net-

work. We use merged Belgian firm-to-firm transaction data with social

security records on workers to examine how wages, employment, and the

sourcing of inputs respond to demand shocks. We find that firms pass

on a large share of a foreign demand shock to their domestic suppliers,

face upward-sloping labor supply curves, and have sizable overhead costs

of labor. We develop and estimate an equilibrium model that allows us

to study how idiosyncratic and aggregate changes in foreign demand

propagate through a small open economy and affect firms and workers.

Our results suggests that the way the labor market is typically modeled

in existing research on foreign demand shocks—with no fixed costs and

perfectly elastic labor supply—would greatly understate the decline in

real wages due to an increase in foreign tariffs.

In another working paper “Endogenous Production Networks with
Fixed Costs” (with Emmanuel Dhyne, Ken Kikkawa, Xianglong Kong,

and Magne Mogstad, 2022, revise and resubmit at Journal of Inter-
national Economics), we analyze the propagation of shock between

firms when the extensive margins of firm-to-firm relationships can ad-

just. We provide sufficient conditions for (closed economy) equilibrium

uniqueness and illustrate examples of multiple equilibria if some of these

conditions are not met. We find quantitatively moderate differences in

aggregate welfare compared to a framework in which the extensive mar-

gin of linkages is held fixed. Our results suggest that the importance

of network endogeneity is asymmetric: accounting for the formation of
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linkages is more important when confronted with large declines in trade

costs than when confronted with large increases in trade costs.

RESEARCH ON ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY

A third strand of my research agenda focuses on economic geogra-

phy. The economic geography literature asks similar research questions

and—since recently—also uses methods similar to those in the interna-

tional trade literature. My work shows that the spatially fine settings

typically studied in the economic geography literature can provide richer

information that researchers can exploit in their studies to overcome ag-

gregation bias, but can also produce challenges for conventional methods

such as the widely used “exact-hat algebra” procedure, which can lead

to overfitting bias in counterfactual predictions.

In the paper “Borders, Geography, and Oligopoly: Evidence from
the Wind Turbine Industry” (with Kerem Coşar and Paul Grieco, Re-
view of Economics and Statistics, 2015), we investigate the frictions

associated with selling across the border inside the European single mar-

ket in the context of the wind turbine industry. Using geographically fine

data on wind turbine installations and manufacturer plant locations, we

separately identify border-related from distance-related variable costs

and estimate bounds for the fixed cost of exporting for each firm. In

a short companion paper entitled “Bias in Estimating Border- and
Distance-related Trade Costs: Insights from an Oligopoly Model”
(with Kerem Coşar and Paul Grieco, Economic Letters, 2015), we show
that the often used regressions of price differences between locations in

different countries without controlling for the local market structure and

the location of origin of the product lead to an estimate of the impact

of national boundaries that is upward biased.

In research supported by NSF grant 2018609, we develop a frame-
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work for the analysis of a spatial economy with granular data. The goal

of the framework is to learn about the spatial incidence of local eco-

nomic shocks. In the paper “Spatial Economics for Granular Settings”
(with Jonathan Dingel, revise and resubmit at Econometrica, 2021), we
show that settings frequently studied by economists are granular in the

sense that the number of decision makers is small relative to the num-

ber of economic outcomes studied. In these settings, the conventional

empirical approach in quantitative spatial models of equating observed

shares of outcomes with model probabilities is problematic. We illus-

trate that failing to take this granularity into account adversely affects

model predictions about how commuting flows respond to shocks due to

overfitting bias. Another feature of granularity is that the idiosyncratic

preferences of individuals do not wash out in the aggregate and thereby

can affect spatially fine counterfactual predictions on wages and rents.

We label this feature “granular uncertainty.” When we characterize the

granular uncertainty associated with the predictions for the effects from

the proposed Amazon HQ2 in New York City, we find the fluctuations in

the predicted wage and rent changes at the Census tract-level caused by

idiosyncratic preference draws to be large in comparison to the predicted

mean changes from the new headquarters. Given the magnitude of gran-

ular uncertainty that we document in comparison to a sizable workplace

productivity shock such as Amazon’s HQ2, granular uncertainty is likely

relevant in many empirical applications.
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